
 
Blizzard 

 
Objective: 
 To reinforce addition skills 
Materials: 
 6 white snowball markers for each player (mini-
marshmallows) 
 a pair of dice for each group of 3 to 5 players 
 a paper plate for each group of 3 to 5 players 
Object of the Game: 
 To find sums 2-12 or to find the products of 2-6 
 To accumulate snowballs by rolling sums of 6, 8, 10, and 12 
or products 12, 18, 24, 36 
Winner: 
 The player with the most snowballs at the end of a given 
period of time or the last player left with snowballs. 
Directions: 

1. Each player places one of his or her six snowballs on the 
paper plate in the center of the playing surface. This will 
be called the snowbank. 

2. Players take turns rolling the pair of dice. Players must 
identify the sum or product of the dice and consult the 
Weather Forecast listed below to know how many 
snowballs to put in or take out of the snowbank. 

3. Each time the snowbank is empty, each player must put 
one snowball into the snowbank before play resumes.  

4. A player is considered “melted”, or out, when all of his or 
her snowballs are gone. 

5. Play continues until a specified amount of time has passed, 
or until only one player with snowballs remains.  

Weather Forecast 
Sum Product Weather Condition Player Must
 
3,5,7,9,11 8,9,10,15,16,20,30 cold, cloudy day do nothing 



2 4 sunny put in 2 snowb
4 6 partly sunny put in 1 snowb
6 12 light snowfall take 1 snowba
8 18 moderate snowfall take 2 snowba
10  24 heavy snowfall take half of sn
12    36    blizzard  
 take all of snowbank 
 
 As part of Language Arts they completed ABC Snowman.  
 

ABC Snowman 
 

Directions: 
 Number each group of words in ABC order. 
 
____earmuffs ____broom ____carrot 
 
____tophat ____brush ____stone 
 
____crown ____bracelet ____potato 
 
____helmet ____brownie ____button 
 
____bonnet ____brook trout ____coal 
 
On his head In his hand For his nose 
 
 
 
____necklace ____mittens ____sandals 
 
____wreath ____gloves ____sneakers 
 
____necktie ____nothing ____skis 
 



____scarf ____rings ____socks 
 
____noose ____muff ____slippers 
 
around his neck On his hands On his feet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____blindfold ____coal 
 
____sunglasses ____rocks 
 
____patch ____beads 
 
____goggles ____shells 
 
____spectacles ____candy 
 
Over his eyes For buttons 
 
Find all the words with a number 2. Draw these things on the 
snowman on the paper provided. Color. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


